Abstract-"To be considered for an 2015 IEEE Jack Keil Wolf ISIT Student Paper Award." This work studies two interrelated problems -online robust PCA (RPCA) and online matrix completion (MC). Both problems assume that an accurate estimate of the low-dimensional subspace from which the first true data vector is generated is available. We develop a practical modification of a recently proposed algorithm to solve both problems; and we obtain correctness results for the proposed algorithms under mild assumptions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is a tool that is frequently used for dimension reduction. Given a matrix of data D, PCA computes a small number of orthogonal directions that contain most of the variability of the data. PCA for relatively noise-free data is easily accomplished via singular value decomposition (SVD). The problem of PCA in the presence of outliers is referred to as robust PCA (RPCA). In recent work, Candès et al [1] posed RPCA as a problem of separating a low-rank matrix, L, and a sparse matrix, X, from their sum, M := L + X. They proposed a convex program called principal components' pursuit (PCP) that provided a provably correct batch solution to this problem under mild assumptions. The same program was analyzed in parallel by Chandrasekharan et al [2] and later by Hsu et al [3] . Since these works, there has been a large amount of work on batch approaches for RPCA and their performance guarantees.
When RPCA needs to be solved in a recursive fashion for sequentially arriving data vectors it is referred to as online (or recursive) RPCA. Online RPCA assumes that a short sequence of outlier-free (sparse component free) data vectors is available. An example application where this problem occurs is the problem of separating a video sequence into foreground and background layers (video layering) on-the-fly [1] . Video layering is a key first step for automatic video surveillance and many other streaming video analytics tasks. In videos, the foreground usually consists of one or more moving persons or objects and hence is a sparse image. The background images usually change only gradually over time [1] and hence are well modeled as lying in a low-dimensional subspace that is fixed or slowly changing, e.g., moving lake waters or moving trees in a forest. Also, the changes are global (dense) [1] . In most video applications, it is valid to assume that an initial short sequence of background-only frames is available and this can be used to estimate the initial subspace via SVD.
In some other applications, there may not be outliers, but parts of a data vector may be missing instead. When the (unknown) complete data vector is a column of a low-rank matrix, the problem of recovering it is referred to as matrix completion (MC). For example, recovering video sequences and tracking their subspace changes in the presence of easily detectable foreground occlusions. If the occluding objects' intensity is known and is significantly different from that of the background, its support can be obtained by simple thresholding. The background video recovery problem then becomes an MC problem. A nuclear norm minimization (NNM) based solution for MC was introduced in [4] and studied in [5] . Since then there has been a large amount of work on batch methods for MC and their correctness results.
Notation. We use to denote transpose. The 2-norm of a vector and the induced 2-norm of a matrix are denoted by · 2 . We refer to a matrix with orthonormal columns as a basis matrix. For a set T of integers, |T | denotes its cardinality and T denotes its complement set. We use ∅ to denote the empty set. Define I T to be an n × |T | matrix of those columns of the identity matrix indexed by T . For a matrix A, define A T := AI T . For matrices P and Q where the columns of Q are a subset of the columns of P , P \ Q refers to the matrix of columns in P and not in Q. For a matrix H, H EVD = U ΛU denotes its eigenvalue decomposition. For integers a and b, we use the interval notation [a, b] to mean all of the integers between a and b, inclusive, and similarly for [a, b) etc. For basis matricesP and P , we use SE(P , P ) := (I − PP )P 2 to quantify the error between their range spaces.
Problem Definition. Consider the online MC problem. Let T t denote the set of missing entries at time t. We observe a vector m t ∈ R n that satisfies
Here t is such that the matrix
is a lowrank matrix. Notice that by defining m t as above, we are setting to zero the entries that are missed. The second problem is that of online robust PCA or online sparse + low-rank matrix recovery. At time t we observe a vector m t ∈ R n that satisfies
Here t is as defined above and x t is the sparse (outlier) vector. We use T t to denote the support set of x t . For both problems above, for t = 1, 2, . . . , t train , we are given the complete outlier-free measurements m t = t , or a noisy version, so that it is possible to get an accurate estimate of the initial subspace. LetP 0 denote a basis matrix for this estimate. The goal is to estimate t as soon as m t arrives and to periodically update the estimate of range(L t ).
Contributions. In this work we develop a practical modification of the ReProCS algorithm introduced and studied in our earlier work [6] , [7] for online RPCA and we develop a special case of it that solves the online MC problem. The main contribution is that we obtain a complete correctness result for ReProCS based algorithms for both online MC and online RPCA (or more generally, online sparse plus low-rank matrix recovery). Online algorithms are useful because they are causal (needed for applications like video surveillance) and are also usually faster and need less storage compared to most batch techniques. To our knowledge, this work and [7] may be among the first correctness results for these problems. The ReProCS algorithm studied in [7] is much more restrictive.
Our result uses the overall proof approach introduced in our earlier work [6] that provided a partial result for online RPCA. The most important new insight needed to get a complete result is described in Sec III. New proof techniques are needed for this line of work because almost all existing works only analyze batch algorithms that solve a different problem. Also, as explained in Sec III, the standard PCA procedure cannot be used in the subspace update step and hence results for it also not applicable.
Related Work. Some other work that also studies the online MC problem (defined differently from above) includes [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . We discuss the connection with the idea from [8] in Sec III. The algorithm from [9] , grouse, is a first order stochastic gradient method. A result for its local convergence is obtained in [11] . The algorithm of [10] , petrels, is a second order stochastic gradient method. It is shown in [10] that it converges to the stationary point of the cost function it optimizes. The advantage of petrels and grouse is that they do not need initial subspace knowledge.
Partial results have been provided for ReProCS for online RPCA in [6] and in other more recent work [12] (for O-RPCA defined differently). Neither of these is a correctness result. Both require an assumption that depends on intermediate algorithm estimates. Some other works only provide an algorithm without proving any performance results, e.g., [13] . We do not discuss these here due to lack of space.
II. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we state and discuss the correctness results for Algorithms 1 and 2 for online MC and RPCA respectively. The algorithms are developed and explained in Sec III.
A. Model and Assumptions
We assume that t is a vector from a slowly changing lowdimensional subspace. This can be modeled in various ways. One possible model is given below. It assumes that t 's are zero mean random variables with a covariance matrix that is low-rank at each time and that changes slowly in a certain fashion. Here "slow change" means two things: (a) its column subspace remains constant for a long enough time and then changes; (b) when it changes, the number of newly added directions is small and the eigenvalues along the newly added directions are small for d frames after the change. Model 2.1 ("Slow subspace change" model on t ). Assume that the t are zero mean and bounded random variables, that are mutually independent over time, and have a covariance matrix Σ t that satisfies
Define λ − := min t λ min (Λ t ) and λ + := max t λ max (Λ t ). and assume 0 < λ − ≤ λ + < ∞. Let t j for j = 1, . . . , J be the times at which P t changes. Then, we assume that
with t j+1 − t j > d for a large enough d. For notational convenience, set t 0 = 0. Let r j := rank(P tj ) and r j,new := rank(P j,new ). For t ∈ [t j , t j+1 ), define Λ t,new := P tj ,new Σ t P tj ,new and assume that for all j = 1, 2, . . . J and all i = 1, 2, . . . r j,new ,
For t ∈ [t j , t j+1 ), let P t,old := P tj −1 \P tj ,del and Λ t,old := P t,old Σ t P t,old . The above model does not have any constraint on Λ t,old . Thus if we assume that its entries are such that their changes from t to t + 1 are smaller than or equal to
and all j. Since d is large, the upper bound is a small quantity, i.e. the covariance matrix changes slowly. For later time instants, we do not have any requirement. (and so in particular Σ t could still change slowly).
We also require that the set of missing entries (or the outlier support set), T t , have some changes over time. We give one simple model for it below. One example that satisfies this model is a 1D video application consisting of a foreground with one object of length s or less that can remain static for at most β frames at a time. When it moves, it moves downwards by at least s/ 1 pixels, and at most s/ 2 pixels. Once it reaches the bottom of the scene, it disappears. The maximum motion is such that, if the object were to move at each frame, it still does not go from the top to the bottom of the scene in a time interval of length α. Anytime after it has disappeared a second object could appear. Model 2.2 (model on T t ). Let 1 be an integer. Let t k denote the times at which T t changes and let T
[k] denote the distinct sets. For an integer α, assume that 1)
[i+1] | ≤ n, which will be the case if
We set the value for α in Theorem 2.4. Thirdly, we need a denseness assumption on the P t 's. Define the denseness/incoherence parameter [5] , [1] , µ, as the smallest real number so that for all j = 1, 2, . . . J, the following hold
B. Main Result for Online MC
With the above three assumptions, we can prove the following. If the initial subspace is accurately known and if the algorithm parameters are set appropriately, then, we can track the subspace of t accurately: the subspace recovery error is large after a subspace change time, but decays to a small enough value within a finite delay. Moreover, we can recover the entries of t accurately and in an online fashion. We give the result below. Definition 2.3. Let r := max j=1,2...J rank(P tj ) and r new := max j rank(P tj ,new ). Also let γ := max t a t ∞ and γ new := max t a t,new ∞ where a t := P t t and, for t ∈ [t j , t j+1 ), a t,new := P tj ,new t . r 2 ,
Suppose that t max ≤ n 10 and 1) (I −P 0P0 )P 0 2 ≤ r 0 ζ; 2) The algorithm parameters are set as: thresh = ; and α = C(log(35KJ) + 11 log(n)) with
3) Model 2.2 on T t holds for the above value of α; 4) Model 2.1 on t holds with the above values of K, α; 5) the denseness equation (3) on P t 's holds with µrnew2s n ≤ 0.0004 and µ(r0+Jrnew)2s n ≤ 0.09 Then, with probability at least 1 − n −10 , at all times t,
2) for all t ∈ [t j + (K + 2)α, t j+1 ), the subspace error
Proof: See [14] .
C. Main Result for Online RPCA
The result for online RPCA is similar to one the above.
Theorem 2.5. Consider Algorithm 2. Assume that m t satisfies (2) . Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 hold and
• the two extra algorithm parameters are set as: ξ = √ r new γ new + √ ζ and ω = 7ξ;
Then with probability at least 1 − n −10 , for all times, t,
• all conclusions of Theorem 2.4 hold and and x t − x t 2 = ˆ t − t 2 ; • the support set of x t , T t , is exactly recovered, i.e.T t = T t .
D. Discussion
In Model 2.1, we are placing a slow increase assumption on the eigenvalues along the new directions only for the interval [t j , t j + d). Thus after t j + d, and surely after t j+1 , the eigenvalues along P tj ,new can increase gradually or suddenly to any large value up to λ + . Model 2.2 on T t is a practical model for moving foreground objects in video. We should point out that this model is one special case of the general set of conditions we need [14] .
Let L := [ 1 , 2 . . . tmax ] and X := [x 1 , x 2 . . . x tmax ]. Conditions 3 and 5 of Theorem 2.4 constrain s and s, r 0 , r new , J respectively. Using the expression for α, it is easy to see that α ∈ O(log(n)). Thus, both conditions will hold if s ∈ O( n log n ), r 0 ∈ O(log n), J ∈ O(log n) and r new is a constant. Let r mat := rank(L). Clearly r mat ≤ r 0 + Jr new . Let s mat := t max s be a bound on the total number of missing entries or on the support size of X. In terms of r mat and s mat , what we need is r mat ∈ O(log n) and s mat ∈ O( ntmax log n ). This is stronger than what the PCP result from [1] or the result for NNM from [5] need (both allow r mat ∈ O( n (log n) 2 ) while allowing s mat ∈ O(nt max )), but is similar to what the PCP results from [2] , [3] need.
Other disadvantages of our result are as follows. Our result needs accurate initial subspace knowledge and slow subspace change of t . Moreover, Algorithms 1 and 2 need multiple algorithm parameters to be appropriately set. The PCP or NNM results need this for none [1] , [5] or at most one [2] , [3] algorithm parameter. Our result for online RPCA also needs a lower bound on x min while PCP does not need this. Moreover, even with this, we can only guarantee accurate recover of t , while PCP or NNM guarantee exact recovery.
The advantage is that we analyze an online algorithm that is faster and needs less storage. It needs to store only a few n×α or n×r mat matrices, thus the storage complexity is O(n log n) while that for PCP or NNM is O(nt max ). Moreover, we do not need any assumption on the right singular vectors of L while all results for PCP or NNM do. Most importantly, our results allow highly correlated changes of the set of missing entries (or outliers). From the assumption on T t , it is easy to see that we allow the number of missing entries (or outliers) per row of L to be O(t max ), as long as the sets follow Model 2.2. The PCP results from [2] , [3] need this number to be O( tmax rmat ) which is stronger. The PCP result from [1] or the NNM result [5] need an even stronger condition -they need the set ∪ tmax t=1 T t to be generated uniformly at random.
III. REPROCS FOR ONLINE MC AND ONLINE RPCA AND
WHY THEY WORK (PROOF OUTLINE) In this section we develop algorithms to recursively estimate t and range(L t ). While explaining why our ideas work, we also give a brief proof outline.
Let P j,new := P tj ,new and let P j, * := [P 0 , P 1,new , . . . P j−1,new ]. Thus for t ∈ [t j , t j+1 ), the basis matrix for range(L t ) is [P j, * , P j,new ]. In the discussion below, we remove the subscripts j.
Algorithm 1 ReProCS for Online MC
Parameters: α, K, thresh, Input: m t , Output:ˆ t ,P t ,t j SetP t, * ←P (0) ,P t,new ← [.], j ← 0, phase ← detect. For every t > 0, do the following:
If phase = detect then 1) Set u = t α and compute
phase ← detect,P t, * ←P t ,P t,new ← [.] eigenvectors(M, thresh) returns a basis matrix for the span of all eigenvectors whose eigenvalue is above thresh.
ReProCS for Online MC (Algorithm 1). The model on m t from (1) can be understood as a special case of that from (2) with x t = −I Tt I Tt t and with the support of x t , T t known [1] . Thus, we can use a simplification of the ReProCS idea for online RPCA [6] , [7] to also solve online MC. The ReProCS algorithm that we study in this work is a significant improvement over the one studied in [6] , [7] . It does not assume knowledge of subspace change times, t j , or of number of new directions, r j,new . Both are estimated automatically.
Algorithm 1 proceeds as follows. LetP t−1 denote the basis matrix for the estimate of the subspace where t−1 lies. If it is an accurate estimate, because of "slow subspace change", projecting the measurement m t = x t + t onto its orthogonal complement will nullify most of t . Specifically, we compute y t := Φ t m t where Φ t := I −P t−1Pt−1 . Thus, y t can be rewritten as y t = Φ t x t + b t where b t := Φ t t and it can be argued that b t 2 is small. Since the support of x t , T t , is known, we can simply recover its nonzero entries by least squares (LS) estimation, i.e. we getx t = I Tt (Φ t ) Tt † y t and then get an estimate of t asˆ t = m t −x t . The above approach of recovering t is equivalent to that used by Brand in [8] , there they recover t as an LS estimate ofPP t ≈ t .
Let e t := t −ˆ t . With the above, it is easy to see that
Using the denseness assumption, it can be argued that the restricted isometry constant (RIC) [15] of Φ t will be small [6] . Under the theorem's assumptions, and conditioned on accurate recovery so far, we can bound it by 0.14. Thus,
2 ≤ 1/(1 − 0.14) < 1.2 and so e t 2 ≤ 1.2 b t 2 , i.e. it is small too.
Projection-PCA (p-PCA). The next step is to use a modification of standard PCA called projection-PCA (p-PCA), to update the subspace estimate. The reason we need p-PCA is this. Let t denote a sum over t ∈ [t j +(k−1)α+1,t j +kα]. In our problem, the error, e t , in the observation/estimate of t ,ˆ t , is correlated with t . Because of this, the dominant terms in the perturbation seen by standard PCA, 1 α tˆ tˆ t − 1 α t t t , are 1 α t t e t and its transpose 1 . Thus, when the condition number of Cov( t ) is large, it becomes difficult to argue that the perturbation will be small compared to the smallest eigenvalue of Cov( t ). Without the projection step, either the sin θ theorem [16] (that bounds the subspace error between the eigenvectors of the true and estimated sample covariance matrices) cannot be applied or it gives a useless bound.
P-PCA proceeds as follows. At t = t j , suppose that the subspace range(P * ) has been accurately recovered, i.e. we haveP * so that SE(P * , P * )
1. Then at a time at or after t j + α if we project the α previousˆ t 's perpendicular toP * , we will considerably reduce the perturbation seen by the PCA step. We detect subspace change by checking if the maximum singular value of the matrix formed by these projectedˆ t 's is above a threshold. Denote the time at which change is detected byt j . Aftert j we use SVD on K different sets of α frames of the projectedˆ t 's to get improved estimates of the new subspace range(P new ) in each iteration. To be precise, we get the k-th estimate,P new,k , as the left singular vectors of (I −P * P * )[ˆ t j +(k−1)α+1 , . . . ,ˆ t j +kα ] with singular values above a threshold. After each p-PCA step, we updateP t aŝ P t = [P * ,P j,new,k ]. Finally at time t =t j + Kα, we updatê P * asP j+1, * = [P j, * ,P j,new,K ]. By the theorem assumptions, and because we can show t j ≤t j < t j + 2α (we explain this below), it is clear that t j+1 >t j + Kα.
Why p-PCA works. The reason p-PCA works is as follows. Before the first p-PCA step, i.e. for t ∈ [t j ,t j + α),P t =P * and thus the noise seen by the projected sparse recovery step, b t = Φ t = (I −P * P * ) t , will be the largest. Hence the error e t will also be the largest for theˆ t 's used for the first p-PCA step. However because of the projection perpendicular toP * and slow subspace change, even this error is not too large. After the first p-PCA step,P t = [P * ,P new,1 ] and this will reduce b t and hence e t for theˆ t 's in the next α frames. This, in turn, will mean that the perturbation seen by the second p-PCA step will be smaller and soP new,2 will be a more accurate estimate of range(P new ) thanP new,1 .
Proof outline. The above argument can be formalized, using the sin θ theorem [16] followed by the matrix Hoeffding 1 When t and et are uncorrelated and one of them is zero mean, it can be argued by law of large numbers that, whp, these two terms will be close to zero and 1 α t etet will be the dominant term.
Algorithm 2 ReProCS for Online RPCA
Parameters: α, K, thresh, ξ, ω, Input: m t , Output:ˆ t ,P t ,t j SetP t, * ←P (0) ,P t,new ← [.], j ← 0, phase ← detect. For every t > 0, do the following:
• Estimate T t (the support of the outlier vector x t ) and x t . 1) compute y t ← Φ t m t where Φ t ← I −P t−1Pt−1 2) solve min x x 1 s.t. y t − Φ t x 2 ≤ ξ and letx t,cs denote its solution 3) computeT t = {i : |(x t,cs ) i | > ω} 4) LS estimate of x t : compute (
• Use all steps of Algorithm 1.
inequality [17] (to get high probability bounds on each of the terms in the subspace error bound obtained by the sin θ theorem), to show that the subspace error, SE t , will decay roughly exponentially with each p-PCA iteration and become small enough after K iterations. While applying the matrix Hoeffding inequality, we need to use the following key insight about the structure of E[ 1 α t (I −P * P * ) t e t ]. This matrix is the dominant term in the perturbation seen by the k-th p-PCA step. Here E[.] denotes expectation conditioned on accurate subspace recovery so far. The model on T t and the expression for e t can be used to show that this matrix can be written as the product of a full matrix and a block-banded matrix: for example when = 1, the block-banded matrix will be block-diagonal, when = 2, it will be block-tridiagonal, and so on. Also, E[ 1 α t e t e t ] will be a block banded matrix. The 2-norm of a block banded matrix is bounded by the maximum norm of any block times the number of bands in it and hence is much smaller than that of a general full matrix.
Subspace change detection (why t j ≤t j < t j + 2α). When detecting subspace changes, the algorithm checks for new directions every α time instants. At t = uα, it uses (I −P * P * )[ˆ (u−1)α+1 , . . . ,ˆ uα ] and computes its largest singular value. When u = u j := tj α , i.e. when t j is in the interval (u − 1)α + 1, uα , not all of the t 's in this interval will contain new directions. Thus, depending on where in the interval t j lies, the algorithm may or may not detect the subspace change. However, in the next interval, [u j α+1, (u j +1)α], all of the t 's will contain new directions, and we can prove that the subspace change will be detected whp. Thus, whp, eithert j = u j α, ort j = (u j + 1)α.
ReProCS for Online RPCA. For online RPCA the only difference is that the support for x t , T t , is not known. Hence we first recover x t by ell-1 minimization (or any other sparse recovery method) and then estimate its support by thresholding. The rest of the steps remain the same as above.
IV. CONCLUSIONS In this work, we obtained correctness results for online robust PCA and for online matrix completion. Both results needed four key assumptions: (a) accurate initial subspace knowledge; (b) slow subspace change according to Model 2.1; (c) some changes in the set of missing entries (or in the set of outlier-corrupted entries) over time, one way to quantify what is needed is given in Model 2.2; (d) a denseness assumption on the columns of the subspace basis matrices of t .
Using our proof techniques, it should also be possible to handle the more general case of Model 2.1, in which at the change times, P t = [(P t−1 R t ) \ P t,del P t,new ] where R t is a rotation matrix. But the result will be a lot more complicated because it will need conditions to ensure that the variance along the subspace range(P t,new )\range(P t, * ) is either above λ − or increases enough so that it is above λ − within a short delay of a subspace change.
The results in this work assume that the t 's are independent over time and zero mean; this models random background image variations about a fixed mean. A similar result can also be obtained for the more general case of t 's following an autoregressive model [18] . This uses the matrix Azuma inequality and needs various other changes. Finally, by generalizing our proof techniques, a correctness result can be obtained for a ReProCS algorithm that also deletes the deleted directions from the subspace estimate [18] . This will need a significantly weaker assumption on r mat for a given s mat .
